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Mission

To collect, disseminate, and exchange technical 

knowledge concerning the exploration, 

development and production of oil and gas 

resources, and related technologies for the 

public benefit; and to provide opportunities for 

professionals to enhance their technical and 

professional competence.
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Purpose of Certification

� Recognize technical knowledge

� Promote professionalism and ethics

� Observe safe operating practices

� Promote career advancement

� Support continued professional 

development



What Certification Represents

To The Engineer

� Certification is the mark of a professional

� Demonstrates accomplishment of high 

standards

� Sets you apart from others in the profession

� Serves as a protection of public health, 

safety, welfare, and natural resources



What Certification Represents

To The Employer or Company

� Quality assurance of an employee’s 
technical knowledge

� Employee demonstrates a higher 
standard of professionalism



What Certification Is Not

� Not a legal title

� Not a declaration of competency

� Not a guarantee of skills required for 
specific assignments

� Not a substitute for a company’s 
employment requirements

� Not an assurance of employment or  
improved career prospects



Benefits of Certification

� Demonstrates technical knowledge and 

commitment to the profession

� Demonstrates technical knowledge with 

possible global recognition of skills

� May provide career options

� In some companies, may become a 

requirement for advancement



Requirements for Application

� Education -- Undergraduate degree in 

engineering, science or technology

� Engineering work experience – 4 years 

of hands-on experience

� SPE member in good standing

� Peer references



Steps to Certification

1. Application  (USD 150)

2. Study 

3. Satisfactory completion of a one-time 

comprehensive written examination

4. Acceptance of SPE’s Guide to Professional 

Conduct

5. Completion of 16 hours of continuing 

professional/technical education annually

6. Annual Renewal Fee (USD 40)



Guide for professional conduct

“We believe that our members should exhibit 

high standards of competency, honesty, 

integrity, and impartiality, be fair and equitable, 

and accept a personal responsibility for 

adhering to applicable laws, protecting the 

environment, and safeguarding the public 

welfare in their professional actions and 

behavior.”
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Guide to Professional Conduct
SPE Professionals

1. Offer services in the areas of their competence and experience 
affording full disclosure of their qualifications.

2. Consider the consequences of their work and societal issues 
pertinent to it and seek to extend public understanding of those 
relationships.

3. Are honest, truthful, ethical, and fair in presenting information 
and in making public statements reflecting on professional matters 
and their professional role.
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4. Engage in professional relationships without bias because of race, 

religion, sex gender, age, ethnic or national origin, attire, or disability.

5. Act in professional matters for each employer or client as faithful agents 

or trustees disclosing nothing of a proprietary or confidential nature 

concerning the business affairs or technical processes of any present or 

former client or employer without the required consent.

6. Disclose to affected parties known or potential conflicts of interest or 

other circumstances which might influence-or appear to influence-

judgment or impair the fairness or quality of their performance.
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7. Are responsible for enhancing their professional competence throughout 

their careers and for promoting others to advance their learning and 

competence.

8. Accept responsibility for their actions; seek and acknowledge criticism of 

their work; offer honest and constructive criticism of the work of others; 

properly credit the contributions of others; and do not accept credit for work 

not theirs.

9. When perceiving a consequence of their professional duties to adversely 

affect the present or future public health and safety shall formally advise 

their employers or clients, and subordinates and, if warranted, consider 

further disclosure.
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10. Seek to adopt technical and economical measures to minimize 

environmental impact.

11. Act in accordance with all applicable laws and the canons of ethics as 

applicable to the practice of engineering as stated in the laws and 

regulations governing the practice of engineering in their country, territory, 

or state, and lend support to others who strive to do likewise.
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Current 
Petroleum Engineering Certification Examination

� 8-hour written examination
� Two 4-hour segments

� Open book

� 100 multiple choice items scored at 1 point 
each (100% objective)

� Will be offered twice a year in most regions



Petroleum Engineering Certification 
Examination Construction

� Based on SPE Competency Matrix

� General Petroleum Engineering

� Drilling Engineering

� Production Engineering

� Reservoir Engineering

� Formation Evaluation

� Breadth/Depth makeup – 67%/23%



Breadth - Basic knowledge common to all 

areas of petroleum engineering to 

demonstrate minimum competence after 4 

to 6 years’ practical experience

Depth - Knowledge needed after 4 to 6 

years’ practical experience to demonstrate 

an individual’s minimum competence in 

one or more primary areas of practice

SPE Competency Matrix Definitions



SPE Competency Matrix

Progressive compilation of knowledges / skills 
for example tasks across Petroleum 
Engineering sub-disciplines

PETROLEUM MINIMUM MINIMUM ABOVE

ENGINEERING COMPETENCE COMPETENCE MINIMUM

SUBDISCIPLINES BREADTH DEPTH COMPETENCE

DRILLING

COMPLETION / 

PRODUCTION / 

FACILITIES

FORMATION EVAL

RESERVOIR

KNOWLEDGE / SKILL

COMPETENCY MATRIX



SPE Competency Matrix Example

MINIMUM MINIMUM ABOVE

DRILLING COMPETENCE COMPETENCE MINIMUM

TASK BREADTH DEPTH COMPETENCE
Maintain Well 

Control

Calculate mud 

weight necessary 

to maintain well 

control

Design and / or 

implement 

procedure to 

successfully 

circulate out an 

influx

Design and / or 

implement 

procedure to 

successfully 

control an 

underground 

blowout

KNOWLEDGE / SKILL



Examination Contents 

Three Areas of Technical Knowledge

� Drilling (24%)

� Completion, Production and Facilities (36%)

� Reservoir (40%)

(20 exam problems cover general breadth questions 

concerning petroleum engineering)



Recommended Test Strategy 

� Review SPE Competency Matrix for breadth and 
depth skills and knowledge

� Get a study guide from SPE

� Take a review course from SPE

� Study all three areas covered by the exam

� Set aside time and study/review materials well in 
advance of exam

� Mark important references to avoid wasted time 
during test taking

� Understand what is permitted to be taken into exam 
hall



Petroleum Engineering Examination 
Scoring/Performance

� Objective format results in objective scoring

� Exam problem difficulty measured/evaluated 
from exam to exam

� Pass rate is monitored to identify trends



Certification and Continuing Education

�To maintain certification, one must  

demonstrate continued professional 

development

�SPE requires 16 hours of continuing

education per year



QUESTIONS
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WORD ON THE GROUND

(UNSUBSTANTIATED)
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Why you should take this exam?

A. It demonstrates that you are a highly versatile engineer.

B. It demonstrates that the study guide didn't frighten you off, but 
challenged you to excel. 

C. You are one of the fearless individuals who can size a separator 
in the morning, converse with geologists on unconformities and 
reverse faulting before lunch, and while eating lunch, calculate 
reserves and run economics and still have time in the afternoon 
to review the optimal weight on bit and the benefits of 
Hagedorn-Brown method before going home. And tomorrow? 
You will evaluate opportunities for CO2 flooding, present a 
horizontal well casing program, and do risk analysis of a fishing 

operation. Hmm
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What you really need…

� The study guide lists 67 primary references including coalbed
methane. Yikes! 

� I think all these reference books are a formula for disaster.

� About five books and four sets of notes. If you've never taken a 
course in reservoir engineering or production operations, you 
probably have a tremendous amount of work to do.
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What is it like?

� …I must admit the experience was unique in every aspect. 

Once you commit to doing the exam and attending the review 
course, it is back to school again but in a very enjoyable way. 

What do people think about the certification? 
� Online poll (only nine responses)

� A Must Have in the Industry ( 11%, 1 vote)

� Useless letters added to your name (22%, 2 votes)

� Limited application across the industry (67%, 6 votes)
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Benefits

…you get the recognition of a renown institute like the SPE that you 
ARE a professional; you get promoted in your company (I did!); and 
you join a group of professional with a passion of the field (being 
drilling, production, geology, or reservoir is secondary).

I encourage people from every discipline in the petroleum 
engineering/earth sciences communities to enroll in the program to 
become certified.
I hope the above helps

Thanks, Haitham
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